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lntraorgan compartmentation of metabolic processes plays an important role in the under- 
standing of the physiological function of the integrated organ under normal as well as under 
pathological conditions. We describe here a technique by which 3-D information on tissue 
redox state may be obtained by means of automated scanning of surface fluorescence. The 
instrument allows for serial scanning of frozen tissue. A typical scan of a tissue volume of 
3 X 3 X 2 mm at a linear resolution of 50 pm and a spatial resolution of ca. 3 X IO-’ ml 
includes 144,000 single-point measurements of pyridine nucleotide and flavoprotein fluorescence 
within the tissue block. The scanning process is fully computerized and programs have been 
developed which allow 2- or 3-D reconstruction of the data in terms of “redox ratio models,” 
exemplified here by a 3-D model of a spreading depression wave in the cerebral cortex of a 
gerbil. Q 1985 Academic PKSS, Inc. 

KEY WORDS: fluorescence spectroscopy; instrumentation; organ perfusion; mitochondria; 
flavoproteins: pyridine nucleotides; bioenergetics. 

Carl Cori introduced the concept intracel- 
lular compartmentation to describe a fun- 
damental principle of heterogeneous internal 
distribution of components of the metabolic 
apparatus in living cells (1). This has proven 
very useful to the understanding of the inter- 
play of metabolic processes in the cell. Equally 
important in the understanding of the func- 
tion of the integrated organ is the interaction 
between cells at the capillary level. Especially 
concerning the liver, terms like organ com- 
partmentation (2), intercellular compartmen- 
tation (3), or metabolic zonation (4) have 
analogically been suggested to describe het- 
erogeneous distribution of metabolic activity 
at the capillary level in the integrated organ. 

The study of intercellular compartmenta- 
tion requires special techniques, capable of 
monitoring metabolic activity with a spatial 
resolution of the order of a few cells. In 
recent years a number of such techniques 
have been developed, for example, freeze- 
trapping, combined with chemical analysis 

of microdissected samples (5); various auto- 
radiographic techniques, in particular the 2- 
deoxyglucose method as used in studies of 
brain metabolism (6); and special spectro- 
scopic techniques (7), including the one de- 
scribed in the present paper (8). For the study 
of the liver a number of techniques have 
been specially developed, asuch as a micro- 
lightguide technique applied to perfused liver 
(9), a hepatocyte column technique (I), so- 
phisticated use of forward and retrograde 
perfusion of the liver (1 l), and a recently 
developed digitonin-perfusion technique al- 
lowing controlled release of intracellular ma- 
terial from different microcirculatory zones 
of the liver (12) and isolation of periportal 
and perivenous hepatocytes ( 13). Finally, 
NMR, which is a truly nondestructive and 
noninvasive technique, shows promising 
prospects in terms of obtaining regional met- 
abolic information by means of phosphorous 
imaging, which has recently been achieved 
in the brain in vivo (14). 
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We describe here an optical redox ratio- 
scanning technique, designed to study inter- 
cellular metabolic heterogeneity. The instru- 
ment operates on frozen tissue samples with 
a typical spatial resolution of ca. 3 X lo-’ 
ml. Preliminary description of the instrument 
has appeared in relation to its use in different 
projects (8,15-21). The present paper, how- 
ever, aims at a complete description of the 
low-temperature scanning technique and its 
current use and potential in 2- or 3-dimen- 
sional metabolic studies in various tissues. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

General Description of the Instrument 

The computer-operated scanning instru- 
ment is shown in Fig. 1. The original labo- 
ratory model on which the data presented 
here were recorded is shown in Fig. la, while 
Fig. lb shows the most recent commercially 
available model. The technique is based on 
automated scanning of fluorescence and re- 
flectance signals from the surface of frozen 
tissue via a microlightguide. The technique 
may also be used on nonfrozen samples, 
although for such applications the flying-spot 
scanner would usually be the instrument of 
choice (22). 

Referring to the schematic drawing of Fig. 
2, the instrument works, in short, as follows: 
The frozen sample, which may be obtained 
by a number of different feeeze-quenching 
techniques, is mechanically fixed in the scan- 
ning chamber of the instrument, partly sub- 
merged in liquid nitrogen. A flat surface is 
created by low-temperature milling (23). The 
microlightguide of the fhrorometer, through 
which the optical signals are recorded, is 

FIG. 2. Simplified diagram of low-temperature scanner. 
A flexible lightguide forms the optical coupling between 
the frozen sample and the fluorometer. Scanning is 
carried out by moving the tip of the microlightguide 
over the sample surface in the X-Y plane (Y axis is 
normal to page), controlled by the scanning stage, X,- 
Y-Z,. 3-D recordings are obtained by milling away 
layers of tissue parallel to the surface of the sample and 
repeating the scan on each new surface. Low-temperature 
milling is carried out by moving the entire low-temper- 
ature chamber with the sample (stage Xi-Z,) relative to 
the rotating milling head. 

placed over an appropriate point on the 
surface and the scanning initiated. During 
operation the lightguide is stepped across the 
tissue surface point by point with a fixed 
distance to the tissue surface while the optical 
signals are recorded from each point, under 
computer control. The instrument allows for 
serial section scanning, which is carried out 
by milling away layers of tissue and repeating 
the scan on each new surface. Individual 
scans in a serial scan will be identical in size 
and shape, and will be vertically aligned. 
Such a data set may therefore be used for a 
2- and 3-dimensional reconstruction of a 
“metabolic representation” of the sample, 
e.g., in terms of redox state, as shown below. 

FIG. 1. Low-temperature redox ratio fluorometer. (a) The experimental laboratory model of the redox 
scanner; (b) a commercially available model. Components: (A) water-cooled mercury arc, (B) photomultiplier 
tubes, (C) rotating filter disks, (D) flexible lightguide, (E) drive and motor for low-temperature miller, (F) 
depth gauge for low-temperature milling, (G) liquid nitrogen inlet, (H) stepper motor-driven scanning 
stage (cf. Fig. 2), (I) low-temperature chamber, (J) computer and interface for fluorometer and stepper 
motors, (K) CRT display, and (L) mercury arc power supply. 
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All information concerning the scan, i.e., 
scan size, step size, number of consecutive 
scans, and other experimental instructions, 
are entered into the computer at the start of 
the experiment. The entire experiment is 
then completed automatically according to 
these instructions. The scanning progresses 
at a speed of 5-10 points/s. Data may be 
retrieved at any time during or after the 
experiment for inspection or hard copy. 

Details on Construction and Operation 
of the Instrument 

The low-temperature milling system. The 
inside dimensions of the insulated scanning 
chamber are 20 X 4 X 5 cm and it contains 
about 250 ml of liquid nitrogen, the level of 
which is kept constant by a feedback-regulated 
valve connected to a 200-liter feeding Dewar 
(see Figs. 1 and 2). For most experiments, 
the nitrogen level in the scanning chamber 
is kept a few millimeters below the surface 
of the sample, since the signal-to-noise ratio 
decreases if the optical measurements are 
performed through liquid nitrogen. The sam- 
ple is mounted in a holder which threads on 
a screw in the bottom of the chamber. A 
milling head, suited for low-temperature 
milling, protrudes through the lid of the 
chamber for grinding layers off the frozen 
sample. The milling head is a 16-bit angular 
cutter, diameter 40 mm (F. & 0. Tool Co. 
Inc., Three Rivers, Mass.). Between periods 
of milling, the milling head is being held in 
liquid nitrogen. Milling of the surface is 
performed by moving the whole scanning 
chamber relative to the milling head, (stage 
X,2,, Fig. 2): First the scanning chamber is 
lowered in the Z direction to the level at 
which the cut is going to be made. Then the 
cut is performed by moving the chamber in 
the X direction against the rotating cutter. 
Any cut above a thickness of 10 pm may be 
performed, but for cuts thicker than 200 pm 
several passes of the miller must be used. 
One pass lasts about 30 s. For discussion of 
details of the tissue milling process see (23). 

Multichannel time-sharing microfluoro- 
meter. The fluorometer is a modified version 
of the time-sharing fluorometer described by 
Chance et al. (24). Figure 3 shows a block 
diagram of the instrument. It consists of two 
synchronized disks, rotating at 60 Hz, which 
contain the optical filters. Each disk has four 
positions for filters, allowing simultaneous 
measurements of fluorescence and reflectance 
at four different wavelengths. A microlight- 
guide of the one-end-fused two-branch type 
(29, forms the optical coupling between the 
fluorometer and the sample. The standard 
lightguide used with the instrument is made 
of quartz fibers with core diameters of 70 
pm, but fibers of 20-pm core diameter have 
been employed with acceptable signal-to-noise 
ratio, provided repeated measurements were 
taken over each point. There are six fibers in 
the excitation branch, which in the fused end 
are arranged around a single central fiber, 
collecting the fluorescence emission or reflec- 
tance signals. The excitation fibers and the 

Ii I 
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FIG. 3. Block diagram of the low-temperature scanner. 
The two rotating filter disks combined with two photo- 
multipliers and a beam splitter in front of the secondary 
filters allow simultaneous measurements of fluorescence 
and reflectance at four different wavelengths. The stepper 
motors denoted I’, X1, Z, and X1 refer to the directions 
of movement given in Fig. 2. 
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emission fiber are enclosed in two 45-cm- 
long flexible steel tubings, 0.6 mm o.d. The 
fused part is further enclosed in a 12-cm- 
long piece of rigid steel tubing, 3 mm o.d., 
clamped to the scanning cross-ways (see Fig. 
2). (The lightguides were made in the Johnson 
Foundation workshop. Fibers were obtained 
from Shott Glasswerke, Wiesbaden, West 
Germany. Fibers were of the uv type, nu- 
merical aperture and half-opening angle 
varying with wavelength. At 366 nm the 
values are 0.23 and 27, respectively.) A 
beamsplitter (95% transmission and 5% re- 
flectance) allows simultaneous recording of 
fluorescence and reflectance (see Fig. 3). 

The light source is a 100-W, short-mercury 
arc (Osram Corp., Berlin, West Germany) 
with an optical system focusing the image of 
the bright spot over the cathode of the arc 
on the excitation branch of the microlight- 
guide. We have recently employed a IO-mW 
helium-cadmium laser (Liconix Model 902, 
Liconix Inc., Calif.) in addition to the mer- 
cury arc, in order to get a more intense 
excitation of the FP fluorescence at 442 nm. 
The two light beams are fused via a l-mm 
hole in a 45” front-surface-silvered mirror. 

For redox ratio measurements (see below) 
only two filter positions are used, i.e., for the 
measurement of pyridine nucleotide (PN)’ 
and flavoprotein (FP) fluorescence. For PN 
the excitation wavelength is 366 nm, obtained 
by a glass filter (Corning 5970 or Kodak 
Wratten 18A). For PN emission a filter com- 
bination giving peak transmission at 450 nm 
is used (Kodak Wratten gelatin filters 47B 
and 2E). For FP the corresponding values 
for excitation and emission are 436 nm (in- 
terference filter, hbw 20 nm) and 520 nm 
(interference filter, hbw 10 nm), respectively. 
(Interference filters were obtained from Acton 
Research Corp., Mass.). Reflectance signals 
are measured at the excitation wavelengths. 
The blocking of the secondary filters is suf- 

’ Abbreviations used: PN, pyridine nucleotide; FP, 
flavoprotein; SD. spreading depression. 

ficient to exclude any reflectance signal from 
the tissue in the fluorescence channels. 

Fluorometer and computer. The instrument 
may be used for any combination of 414 
channel fluorescence/reflectance measure- 
ments, depending on the filter combination 
used in the rotating filter disks. The fluores- 
cence and reflectance signals are read by two 
separate photomultiplier tubes (EMI 9525B, 
EMI 9824B, or a side-detecting tube, Ha- 
mamatsu R928). After current-to-voltage 
conversion and preamplification the analog 
signal from each of the two PM tubes is 
integrated in two separate 4-channel circuits 
(see Fig. 4). Signal integration, which is con- 
trolled by the filter-disk rotation encoder, 
takes place over four time intervals of ap- 
proximately 1 ms, corresponding to the pas- 
sage of the four filters in front of the detector. 
The circuit provide for gain and offset of 
individual channels. This allows a calibration 
of the instrument on fluorescence and reflec- 
tance standards, ensuring, first, comparability 
between experiments and, second, that the 
fluorometer output in a given experiment 
will vary within the range O-+5 volts. The 
interface between the fluorometer and the 
computer is a 12-bit analog-to-digital con- 
verter operating at 240 kHz. Following the 
analog-to-digital conversion the data are read 
by the computer and, after an optional signal 
averaging, i.e., the lightguide may read the 
same point on the tissue surface a number 
of times before moving to the next point, 
data are stored on hard disk as sequential 
files, one file per scan. The computer is a 
Digital PDP 11,’ 10 minicomputer, dedicated 
to the instrument, with 64 kbyte MOS mem- 
ory, two RK05 disks, and a TE16 mag-tape 
station. The operating system is Digital RT 11. 

The signal intensity of each single-point 
measurement (fluorescence and/or reflec- 
tance) is stored as a single, unsigned 8-bit 
integer, giving a range of 256 different values 
for each pixel. A television image of a scan 
is thus composed of a number of pixels 
corresponding to the number of points 
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FIG. 4. Block diagram of fluorometer interface for the low-temperature scanner. Two parallel circuits 
integrate the fluorescence and reflectance signals in four I-ms intervals-a, b, c, and d-defined by the 
rotation of the filter disk in front of the photomultiplier tubes. An example of signal output on the scope 
from the two photomultiplier tubes are shown in the upper left-hand part of the figure. 

scanned on the particular tissue surface. Each 
point may be displayed with the appropriate 
shade of grey corresponding to the intensity 
of the point. We normally use a convention 
in which black represents a low number and 
white a high number. The data from succes- 
sive slices are stored in a series of files on 
disk thus forming a data set containing a 
distribution of optical signals in three dimen- 
sions through the tissue. A typical example, 
representing scans from brain tissue, is ex- 
plained below (Fig. 6). 

The computer programs currently used 
with the instrument provide for the following 
data manipulations: (i) on-line scope-monitor 
display of any one of the parameters mea- 
sured. A 2-D image of the scan may be 
recorded directly from the scope with a po- 
laroid camera, with the fluorescence or re- 
flectance signal modulating the intensity of 
the scope (Fig. 6A); (ii) matrix printout of 
raw data; (iii) frequency distribution histo- 
grams of individual scans of any of the 
parameters measured or of mathematical 
computations thereof (21); (iv) TV-monitor 

display of individual scans for any of the 
measured parameters or mathematical com- 
putations thereof. The TV picture allows for 
zooming and contrast manipulation (21); (v) 
a program which gives access to the data set 
as a whole, allowing the generation of a two- 
dimensional distribution of signals across any 
plane cutting the block of tissue scanned, as 
exemplified for the rat heart ( 16). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Spatial Resolution of the Instrument 

The 2-D resolution in the scanning plane 
depends only upon the size and geometry of 
the lightguide (25). With a core diameter of 
the central collecting fiber of 70 pm and a 
tissue-lightguide distance of 50 pm, which 
has been used in most experiments, the area 
covered on the surface is approximately 0.01 
mm*. The resolution down through the tissue 
is, however, determined by other factors in 
addition to the geometry of the lightguide. 
Especially, the absorption in the tissue of the 
excitation light will strongly decrease the 
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fluorescence, but also, the emitted fluores- 
cence will be absorbed as it travels back up 
through the tissue to the collecting lightguide, 
resulting in an exponential loss of signal with 
depth. Furthermore, this internal filtering 
effect is wavelength dependent and may differ 
in different tissues (26). We have, however, 
developed an empirical method of deconvo- 
luting the contribution of one scan to the 
one above it by scanning through the sample 
to a reference material, such as frozen buffer 
of uniform characteristics, and subtracting 
this from the immediately adjacent scan 
above it, obtaining thereby a “single layer 
data set” [(27); see also (28,29)]. We have up 
to the present time found few applications 
where this is necessary, but use of the prin- 
ciple identifies the 3-D resolution of the 
technique as a tissue cone defined by the 
opening angle of the lightguide, the lightguide 
core diameter, the tissue-lightguide distance, 
and the minimum cut thickness. With values 
for these parameters of 27’ and 20, 30, and 
10 pm, respectively, the resolution is 2 X lop8 
ml, equivalent to a 20-ng sample. In most 
tissues, however, a signal change of more 
than threefold is frequently observed in the 
same position in two consecutive scans sep- 
arated by only 50 pm. Thus, for most appli- 
cations this is taken as the effective pickup 
depth, i.e., the depth below which less than 
10% of the signal originates. With the stan- 
dard lightguide of a core diameter of 70 pm 
this gives a spatial resolution of approximately 
3 X lo-’ ml. 

The ischemic border zone in a model 
coronary occlusion on a rabbit heart (30) has 
been resolved spatially by redox scanning 
and compared with quantitative biochemical 
analysis of the NADH concentration in mi- 
crosamples along the same line across the 
border zone between normoxic and anoxic 
tissue (20). This experiment demonstrates 
that the two contours, the PN fluorescence 
obtained by redox scanning and the chemi- 
cally measured NADH, rise from 20 to 80% 
over a distance of 200 pm, and identify the 

same border zone between normoxic and 
anoxic tissue. It appears that both methods 
provide the resolution to precisely identify 
the zone of normoxia-anoxia transition in 
the model infarct. However, the application 
of higher resolution might have demonstrated 
an even steeper transition, as suggested by 
model simulation studies of tissue oxygen 
gradients (3 1). 

Freeze-quenching 

The aim of an experiment for which the 
low-temperature scanner is used is typically 
to obtain a 3-D analysis of metabolic state 
in relation to the anatomical structure of the 
tissue. The outline of the anoxic area of a 
model coronary occlusion ( 16,18,30), the liver 
acinus (2 1) or the propagation of a spreading 
depression wave [( 1550) and Fig. 6)], are 
typical examples. Freeze-quenching is a pre- 
requisite in such studies since it stops meta- 
bolic processes, providing a “snap shot” of 
metabolism at the moment of freezing and 
also allowing a 3-D analysis by way of sec- 
tioning the frozen tissue block. Furthermore, 
fluorescence quantum yield is typically in- 
creased 5- to IO-fold at liquid nitrogen tem- 
perature, vastly improving the signal-to-noise 
ratio (32). Also, because of the complete 
arrest of metabolic processes, the time taken 
for the analysis is not of importance, which 
allows a high level of details as well as a high 
signal-to-noise ratio by signal averaging. 

In order for the metabolic state in the 
frozen sample to reflect the in vivo state, the 
freeze-quenching procedure must be designed 
accordingly, i.e., to obtain the shortest pos- 
sible time interval between interruption of 
normal circulation and quenching of meta- 
bolic processes. Even under optimal condi- 
tions, this implies that only small tissue 
samples or thin wafers of tissue can be used, 
since the freezing time in the tissue increases 
exponentially with distance from the cooled 
surface. Freezing, which is rapid enough to 
prevent that the sampling-and-quenching 
process per se contributes to the pattern of 
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metabolic states observed in the frozen sam- 
ple, could be termed “homogenous freez- 
ing.” 2 With slower freezing, however, the 
metabolic state will be affected to a different 
degree in different parts of the sample during 
freezing, “heterogenous freezing.” 

Typical scanning results with “homogenous 
freezing” are given in metabolic studies of 
rat liver (2 1). In other experiments, however, 
we have deliberately used “heterogenous 
freezing.” Figure 5 shows an example of such 
an experiment in rat brain. The brain was 
freeze-clamped in vivo by a technique which 
applies precooled aluminium blocks on both 
sides of a 12-mm-wide slice cut through the 
brain, perpendicular to the length axis of the 
animal (33). The FP/PN ratio was scanned 
on 14 consecutive cross-sections of the brain 
between 50 and 3900 pm below the surface 
of the frozen sample, with 144 data points 
per cross-section (8). The figure shows the 
average redox ratio of each cross-section. The 
ratio remains constant between 50 and 500 
pm. Then there is a rapid phase of reduction 
between 600 and 1900 pm followed by a 
slow phase which may not be quite completed 
at 3900 pm. 

Since the speed of progression of the freez- 
ing front has been experimentally determined 
for this particular freezing-clamping setup 
(34), it is possible to convert distances into 
actual time of &hernia, i.e., the time interval 
between interruption of blood supply by the 
sampling of the brain and arrest of metabolic 
processes by freezing. The quenching time 
for tissue in a depth of 960 pm is about 1 s 
(34). Half reduction was reached at 1300 pm, 
corresponding to about 3 s of ischemia and 
80% reduction after about 8 s of ischemia. 
In rat liver freeze-clamped in situ, similar 

*It shouid be noted that the freeze-trapping of the 
type employed here will not preserve the in vivo state of 
the intracellular components with exact fidelity due to 
the growth of ice crystals in all but the most superficial 
cell layers. While this is a definite drawback for electron 
microscopy of tissues, it has not so far been a problem 
at the resolution of which we are presently capable. 

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 

DEPTH FROM SURFACE, m m  

FIG. 5. Measurements of redox ratio in rat brain along 
the freezing gradient. A coronal slice of a rat brain, 
approximately 12 mm wide, was freeze-clamped and the 
FP/PN ratio was measured on 14 consecutive cross- 
sections of the frozen sample between 50 and 3900 pm 
from the surface. Lightguide core diameter was 70 pm 
and step size was 500 pm, covering an area on the cross 
section of the brain of 36 mm*. The figures represent 
the average redox ratio of 144 redox ratio measurements 
on each scan. 

experiments show only a 20% change in the 
chemically measured ATP/(ADP X Pi) ratio 
in a depth of 2.1-2.3 mm, corresponding to 
a quenching time of approximately 5-7 s 
(35). This difference between brain and liver 
probably reflects a difference both in terms 
of rate of oxygen consumption and in the 
amount of available oxygen stores in the two 
organs at the severance of blood circulation. 
The latter observations on liver agree with 
FP/PN ratio measurements on perfused livers, 
showing no changes in redox ratio distribu- 
tion pattern within consecutive scans taken 
to a distance of 1 mm from the frozen surface 
( 17,2 1). As comparison half reduction of PN 
may be observed at an oxygen concentration 
of 8 X lo-’ M for a suspension of isolated 
pigeon heart mitochondria in state 3 (36). 

Fluorescence and Reflectance Parameters, 
the FP/PN Redox Ratio 

The parameters measured with this tech- 
nique may include any intrinsic or added 
probe which lends itself to surface fluores- 
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cence or surface reflectance measurements 
with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. So far 
the instrument has, however, mainly been 
used to measure the intrinsic fluochromes 
pyridine nucleotide (PN) and flavoprotein 
(FP). Measured as described above the PN 
signal is mainly NADH and NADPH while 
the FP signal originates from the flavine of 
the dehydrolipoamide dehydrogenase part of 
pyruvate dehydrogenase and a-ketoglutarate 
dehydrogenase, which has by far the highest 
fluorescence yield among the various flavins 
(37-39). Chance and his collaborators first 
used these fluochromes as intrinsic redox 
indicators in intact tissue [(40,48); for a 
recent review see (7)]. In the redox scanning 
instrument we have used the ratio of the 
flavoprotein fluorescence to pyridine nucleo- 
tide fluorescence (32). In isolated mitochon- 
dria this ratio is indeed a good indicator of 
the redox state since the flavoprotein is cou- 
pled to the mitochondrial NAD/NADH redox 
system by pyruvate dehydrogenase and LY- 
ketoglutarate dehydrogenase reactions (4 1). 
Furthermore, since only the reduced form of 
the PN system and the oxidized species of 
the FP couple is fluorescent, the ratio will 
indicate the redox state of the mitochondrial 
NAD/NADH redox couple. The FP/PN ratio 
(called CR, calculated ratio) can vary from 
0.05 to 10 in isolated mitochondria (32). In 
intact tissue the redox span is much less, on 
the order of 2-3 (15-2 1). For computational 
convenience we have for some applications 
made use of a modified ratio, MR = FP/(FP 
+ PN), since this ratio always has a value in 
the range 0- 1 .O. As with the CR, a high MR 
means oxidized tissue and a low ratio means 
reduced. While the single fluorescence signals 
are rather sensitive to changes in blood con- 
centrations and the density of mitochondria, 
the ratio changes only slightly (32). 

In intact tissue the use of the ratio as 
redox indicator may be difficult to interpret 
in terms of mitochondrial NAD/NADH re- 
dox state. While more than 90% of the flavin 
fluorescence is mitochondrial (42), the PN 

signal may originate from two different redox 
couples in two different compartments. The 
problem varies in different tissues. In brain, 
heart, and skeletal muscle, available data 
suggest that the PN signal predominantly 
originate from mitochondrial NADH (43- 
46) while in the liver an almost equal con- 
tribution from the cytosolic and mitochon- 
drial compartments to the PN signal was 
suggested (42). Recent results, however, sug- 
gest that the enhancement of roughly lo-fold 
of the NADH fluorescence that occurs on 
chilling the tissue to liquid nitrogen temper- 
ature applies to the bound NADH of the 
mitochondrial redox system. And the factor 
is much less for the NADH component of 
the cytosol, as determined by independent 
measurements of mitochondrial and cytosolic 
fractions of cells (B. Chance, unpublished 
observation). 

When measuring PN fluorescence in rat 
brain cortex in vivo it was found necessary 
to correct the signal with simultaneously 
measured reflected infrared light (47). A sat- 
isfactory correction could be obtained by 
using the reflected PN excitation light at 366 
nm (48). Reflectance corrections are usually 
not necessary with the redox scanner, due to 
the use of the ratio technique and because 
measurements are performed on frozen tissue. 
However, the reflectance signal may be useful 
for the generation of a “photographic image” 
of the scanned surface, applied, for example, 
in experiments with perfused liver to recog- 
nition of the lobular pattern (21). 

Example on 3-D Scanning 

One of the virtues of the redox ratio- 
scanning technique is the ability to obtain 
information on 3-dimensional metabolic 
structure. Such data have been published for 
the model coronary occlusion (16) and the 
perfused rat liver (21). Figure 6 shows 3-D 
scanning data of a spreading depression (SD) 
wave in the cerebral cortex of a gerbil (15). 
The SD wave was elicited with a needle stab 
in the exposed parietal cortex and 45 s later 
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FIG. 6. Redox ratio scanning of a spreading depression wave in the cerebral cortex of gerbil brain. The 
anesthetized animal was craniotomized exposing the parietal and frontal cortex of the brain. Spreading 
depression (SD) was initiated by a needle stab in the left frontal cortex and the brain was frozen 45 s 
later by application of liquid nitrogen. (A) Five consecutive scans of the MR ratio recorded at different 
distances from the surface as indicated on the figure. The lightguide core diameter was 70 pm, step size 
was 200 pm, and the area covered in the individual scan was 12 X 12 mm. The redox span of the scans 
was 0.02-0.8 for reduced and oxidized tissue, respectively. (B) A 3-D reconstruction of similar redox ratio 
data, where the SD wave was elicited in the right hemisphere. The MR ratio is given on an arbitrary 
scale where black is reduced and white oxidized. 

the brain was frozen by application of liquid 
nitrogen. The scans were taken in longitudinal 
planes with 200~grn step size and 200 pm 
between individual scans. Fig. 6A shows redox 
ratio images of individual scans at different 
distances below the surface of the cortex, 
while Fig. 6B show a 3-D reconstruction of 
similar data with the SD elicited in the right 
hemisphere. A narrow band of oxidation 
(approx 0.5 mm wide) is seen at the propa- 
gation front of the wave (in particular, in 
Fig. 6A, panels b, c, and d). This band may 
correspond to the small decrease of blood 
flow, which has been shown to occur prior 
to the main blood flow increase and change 
in ion homeostasis in the SD wave (49,50). 
The contralateral hemisphere often displays 
an accompanying SD wave, although of much 
less intensity, as is the case in the present 
experiment. 

CONCLUSION 
1. Cori, C. F. (1956) in Currents in Biochemical Re- 

search (Green, D. E., ed.), pp. 198-2 14, Intersci- 
ence, New York. 

The instrument described in the present 2. Katz, N., and Jungermann, K. (1975) Hoppe-Seyler’s 
paper represents a significant advance in high 2. Physiol. Chem. 3% 244. 

resolution 3-D metabolic mapping. Imaging 
of any intrinsic or added probe in a frozen 
tissue sample is possible, provided the probe 
lends itself to surface fluorescence or reflec- 
tance measurements. Used in the redox ratio- 
scanning mode the technique allows evalua- 
tion of intercellular redox gradients, providing 
a means of detecting zones of different met- 
abolic activity of an organ, as exemplified by 
the 3-D mapping of a spreading depression 
wave in the brain, Fig. 6 (15), or the iden- 
tification of the “metabolic acinus” of the 
liver (2 1). 
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